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ABSTRACT 

LANY ANGGRAINI. 3280028. CONFRONT A NATION’S FEAR OF 

PRINCE ALBERT IN TOM HOOPER’S KING’S SPEECH MOVIE (2010) : 

AN INDIVIDUAL PSYCHOLOGICAL APPROACH. RESERCH PAPER. 
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This study is aimed to show the search the notion’s fear of Prince 

Albert in King’s Speech movie (2010) using individual psychological approach. It 

is done by establishing two objectives; the first analyzing the movie based on 

individual psychological analysis. 

This research is descriptive qualitative research. The primary data 

taken from a movie entitled King’s Speech which was released in 2010 directed by 

Tom Hooper and the secondary data source is including the script of the movie 

and the other information taken from the book and the website from internet that 

were relevant to the subject matter. 

The study comes to following conclusions.  First based on the structural 

analysis, the director, Tom Hooper adapted and built his movie employing the 

right mise-en-scene and proper cinematography so that the movie formed a good 

unity to deliver a moral message that perseverance and friendship can lead to 

success. Secondly, the individual psychological approach is used to analyze the 

notion of fear of Prince Albert. 
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I. Introduction 

Background of the Study: Leader holding a dominant or superior 

position within its field is able to exercise a high degree of control or influence 

over others. A leader is usually required to have the authority and ability to speak 



in public. King’s Speech (2010), directed by Tom Hoopers, is an interesting 

movie to view. There are the reasons that make the movie interesting to view, first 

reason is the movie is a historical movie. Second, this movie has a more 

dramatically compelling film. Some people may not only need good history, but 

also need good stories. Third, this movie has good cinematography. Lovely 

recreation of the look of early color stocks without. The Last, this movie is good 

references because this movie has received many awards and nominations.The 

researcher uses individual psychological theory as an approach to analyze King’s 

Speech movie, because the main character has relation confront his nation fear 

which is a good phenomenon to analyze using individual psychological approach. 

Problem Statement  is “How does Prince Albert as the main character 

confront a nation’s fear reflected in King's Speech movie?” 

Limitation of the Study is the researcher focuses on the analysis on 

Prince Albert’s confront the nation’s fear reflected in King’s Speech movie based 

on individual psychological approach. 

Objective of the Study is to analyze the movie based on its structural 

element by finding character and characterization, setting, point of view, style, 

plot and theme and to  analyze the movie based on an individual psychological 

approach. 

Literature Review, there is no previous study in King’s Speech movie, 

at least in university in Central Java. So that the researcher cannot compare this 

research with another research. The researcher uses Individual Psychological 

Approach to analyze the data and using of King’s Speech movie as an object. 

II. Research Method 

In this research uses a descriptive qualitative method. The data sources 

are library and literary data. The step to conduct the research are determaining the 

Type of the Study, Determining the Object of the Study, Determining Data nad 

Data Source, Determining Technique of the Data Collection, and finally 
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Determining Technique of the Data Analysis. Object of the study is a movie 

entitled King’s Speech. 

In doing this study, the researcher uses two sources of data namely 

Primary and secondary data source. (1)  Primary data source: the primary data 

source is the film and script of King’s Speech directed by Tom Hooper which is 

related to the study. (2) Secondary data source; the secondary data sources are the 

books and other sources that support the analysis. Techniques of the data 

collection are watching and learning the movie repeatedly. Taking notes of 

important parts both primary and secondary data. Arranging the data into several 

groups based on its theoretical category. Selecting particular parts considered 

important and relevant for analysis and drawing conclusion and formulate its 

pedagogical suggestion. 

III. Research Finding 

In this research finding, the research analysis some points in order to analyze 

King’s Speech movie. 

1. Analysis the stuctural elements of King’s Speech movie. 

A. Characteristic Element 

In this movie, there are major characters and minor characters 

1. Major Characters 

a. Prince Albert or King George VI 

   

King George VI is the major character of this movie. King 

George VI is not rugged. He is a conflicted, morally sound and 

leader lacking personal confidence. Mentally, King George VI is 

a timid and pessimistic. He is afraid when dealing with people. 

Physically, he has white skin, black hair and has good locking 



face. Morally, he is a kind man. He is a good father and a very 

loving family. 

Socially, he covers from more silent. He does not like to 

talk much. Even when his father died he was silent and did not 

do anything. 

Margaret Rose : Oh, to fly away! 

Bertie  : Weren’t they lucky? 

Margaret Rose : Now, a Papa tell a story... 

Bertie  : Can I be a penguin instead? 

Lilibet  : Well, no, I want a penguin story.. 

Bertie  : oh..very quickly! (C,13:28) 

 

2. Minor Character 

a. Queen Elizabeth 

 

Queen Elizabeth is wife of Prince Albert. She is a gentle, 

caring wife and mother who loves her husband deeply. She cares 

deeply about her husband. She always accompanies her 

husband, at the time of carrying out royal duties or upon her in 

therapy. 

Elizabeth : How do you do? 

Lionel  : Oh, chuffing along. 

: Um, now, this is slightly awkward but I’m 

afraid you’re late. 

Elizabeth : Yes, I am afraid I am. 

Lionel  : Where is Mr. Johnson? 

Elizabeth : Ah....He doesn’t know I’m here. ( C. 09:42 ) 

 

b. Lionel Logue acted by Geofrey Rush 

 

Geofrey Rush plays Lionel Logue. Lionel is a therapist who 

is very friendly and thoughtful. He is simple man and has simple 

thinking, as seen in this dialog below. 

Lionel  : Ah...Mrs. Johnson, there you are. 
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 : I’m sorry, I don’t have a receptionist.  I  like to 

keep things simple. “Poor and content is rich 

and rich enough.” 

Elizabeth : I’m sorry 

Lionel  : Shakespeare. How are you? (C,09:21) 

 

3. Setting 

a. Setting of Place 

     

Many actions of King’s Speech movie which take in 

United Kingdom, such as  Lionel’s work office, Wembley 

Stadium, Sandringham House. 

b. Setting of Time 

The film is set in 1925, in England. The story in this 

film begins in 1925. 

c. Point of View 

The point of view of King’s Speech (2010) movie that 

was directed by Tom Hooper is non-participant or the third 

person not narrator, it means that the author does not 

introfuce or involve himself as the character of the story. 

d. Theme 

The theme in King’s Speech movie is "Perseverance 

and friendship can lead to success". 

e. Plot 

1. The Beginning 

In the beginning of this movie show Prince Albert could 

not spell and stammer in the speech. King's Speech 

movie is a story about king who stammers to represent 

his father speech when that happens, he could not do 

well, because he is a stammer. 

 

 



2. The Middle 

The middle of this movie explain how overcome these 

shortcomings, Prince Albert then tries to follow the 

therapy of Lionel Logue (Geoffrey Rush). Lionel Logue 

has a strange method, but in fact this method 

successfully healed Prince Albert of his stutter. After the 

death of King George V (Michael Gambon), Prince 

Edward (Guy Pearce) who must be ascending the 

throne, marry Wallis Simpson (Eve Best) made him 

ineligible as a king.  

3. The End 

The end of this movie shows very difficult situations 

that occur at that time. Hitler is forced to fight again the 

British Empire. In very difficult situations with Lionel, 

Bertie jointly conducts the state speech in a room for 

speech and they succeed. 

f. Cinematography 

1. Quality of the Photographic Shot 

The quality of photographic in a film is the duty of 

director of photography that is to manage the photography 

in creating the best picture. In King’s Speech movie, this 

position is hold by Danny Cohen  as director of 

photography. 

2. Framing of Shot 

     

King’s Speech movie uses three kinds of frames. The 

first is straight angle, second is high angle, and the last is 

low angle. 
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3. The Duration of the Shot 

Duration is art of time in operating Mise-en-scene and 

frame mobility in temporal dimensions (Bordwell and 

Tompson, 1990: 194). The duration of King’s Speech movie 

is 1 hour and 58 minutes. 

B. Individual Psychological Analysis 

1. Fictional Finalism 

In King's Speech movie, the fictional of Prince Albert as the 

major character is to confront his nation's fear. It is a nature that the goal 

is based on responsibilities. The researcher found that the goal is come 

from his father, King George IV, who will soon step down from his 

throne as King. The author found that the purpose of this film is the 

struggle against the Prince Albert’s fear to the public and his stammering. 

He is risking his pride as a visiting royal heir from one therapist to 

another therapist, so he could recover. 

Bertie  : I.... 

Elizabeth : Maybe just deal with that. 

Bertie  : Are you...are you willing to do your part? 

Lionel  : All right. You want mechanics? 

  : We need to relax your jaw muscles, strengthen your 

tongue . .  

Elizabeth : Yes, and that would be the full extend of yor services. 

Bertie  : Shall I see you next week? 

Lionel  : I shall you every day. (C.34:27) 

 

Prince Albert does business purpose that comes from his first 

experience speech and he did not finish his speech well. He feels that he 

embarrassed the royal family. So he tries to recover from stammer 

disease. 

Elizabeth : Yes, and that would be the full extent of your services. 

Bertie  : Shall I see you next week? 

Lionel  : I shall see you every day. (C.36:15) 

 

2. Inferiority Feeling 

The inferiority feeling and compensation of Prince Albert in 

King's Speech movie appeared again when he had to be a king and how 



to cure his stutter. At first he felt he was not able to recover. He felt 

stammer and was drawback that could not be cured. 

Lionel  : Well, why are you here, then? 

Bertie  : Because I bloody well stammer! 

Lionel  : You have a bit a tamper? 

Bertie  : One of my many faults. 

Lionel  : When did the defect start? 

Bertie  : I’ve always been this way. 

Lionel  : I doubt that. 

Bertie  : Don’t... tell me, it’s my stammer! 

Lionel  : It’s my field. I can assure you, no infant starts to speak 

with a stammer. When did yours start? 

Bertie  : Four or five. 

Lionel  : That’s typical. 

Bertie  : So, I’ve been told. I...I can’t remember not doing it. 

(C.23:15) 

 

It can be seen either from his statement in this dialog when he 

makes conversation with Lionel; 

Bertie : All that work...down the drain. 

  : My own brother. 

  : I couldn’t say a single word to him in reply. 

Lionel : Why do you stammer so much more with David than 

you ever do with me? 

Bertie : Because you’re bloody well paid to listen. 

Lionel : Bertie, I’m not a geisha girl. 

Bertie : Stop trying to be so bloody clever. 

Lionel : What is it about David that stops you speaking? 

Bertie : What is it about you that bloody well makes you want to 

go on about him the whole bloody time? 
Lionel : Vulgar but fluent. You don’t stammer when you swear. 

Bertie : Bugger off! (C.01:00:58) 

 

In the way to reach his goal, he feels frustrated after he was given 

the responsibility to succeed his father. Due to the throne of his brother 

who was supposed to receive it prefered a woman who had been divorced 

twice and this was contrary to the law of the kingdom so that if his 

brother still wanted to marry a woman, it inevitably had to replace his 

brother. 

3. Striving for Superiority 

In King's Speech movie, striving for superiority appears in the 

ways Prince Albert is serious about recovering from stammer illness. In 
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circumstances that are difficult and stressful, Prince Albert will be 

pessimistic toward business he has done but he is very lucky because of 

the support of his wife and Lionel. He has spirit to continue therapy. 

Slowly but surely, Prince Albert shows progress. 

Bertie : Here’s your shilling. 

 : I understand...What you were trying to say, Logue. 

Lionel : I went about it the wrong way. I’m sorry. 

Bertie : So, here i am. 

 : Is the nation ready for two...minutes of radio silence? 

Lionel : Every stammer always fears going back to square one. I don’t let 

happen. 

Bertie : If I fail in my duty. David could come back. I’ve seen the 

placards. 

 : “God save our...King”, They don’t mean me. 

 : Every Monarch in history has succeeded someone who dead  

: or just about to be. 

 : My predecessor is not only alive, but very much so, it’s a bloody 

mess. 

 : Couldn’t even give them a Chrismast speech. 

Lionel : Like your dad used to do? 

Bertie : Precisely. 

Lionel : He’s not here anymore. 

Bertie : Yes, he is. He’s on that shilling I gave you. 

Lionel : Easy enough to give away.  

 : You don’t have to carry him around in your pocket. Or your 

brother. 

 : You don’t need to be afraid of the things you were afraid of  

: when you were five. 

 

4. Style of Life 

Style of life of Prince Albert is belonging to socially useful type; 

pessimist and not confident. His father mandated him to deliver a speech 

in the closing speech exhibition at Wimble Stadium. He felt that he was 

someone who embarrassed the kingdom. He is actually someone who 

stutters and lacks confidence. In King's Speech movie has made it clean 

with how Prince Albert was doing therapy with Lionel. 

Lionel : So…when you talk to yourself, do you stammer? 

Bertie : No….of course not 



Lionel : Well, that preves that your impediment isn’t a permanent part of 

you. 

: What do you think was the cause? 

Bertie : I don’t care…don’t know.. 

: I...I don’t…I don’t care. I…I stammer. No one can fix it (C. 

24:39) 

 

Style of life of Prince Albert is belonging to socially useful type; 

people with great deal of social interest and activity. Prince Albert, while 

attending his scedule therapy, attend in an affairs of state and also gathers 

with family. 

Lilibeth : You nearly crowned him backwards, Archbishop. 

Archbishop : Someone had removed the thread making the back of the 

crown, sir. 

Bertie : Try not to lose the thread, Archbishop. 

Elizabeth : Very good. Very good, Archbishop. 

Margareth : Well, I hope Your Majesties are thrilled with the result. (C. 

01:31:18) 

 

5. Social Interest 

Prince Albert will join the society through co-operation, 

interpersonal and social relations, and identification with the group and 

empathy. Prince Albert loved his two children. Under conditions of stress 

and anxiety in his heart he still took the time to accompany his daughters 

to talk and play together. 

Margaret : Oh..to fly away! 

Bertie : Weren’t they lucky? 

Margaret : Now, a Papa tell story! 

Bertie : Can I be a penguin? 

Lilibet : Well, no, I want a penguin story, Please.. 

Bertie : Oh..well quickly (C.13:34) 

 

In the King's Speech movie, Lionel has always the support of 

Prince Albert, for example in this dialogue; 

Lionel : Does it feel strange now that David’s on the throne? 

Bertie : To tell the truth, it was relief. 

  : Knowing I…wouldn’t be…King. 

Lionel : But unless he produces an heir, you’re next in line.  

 : And your daughter, Elizabeth would then succeed you. 

(C.50:49) 
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6. Creative Power 

Prince Albert just follows any instruction from Lionel. Prince 

Albert’s goal is recovering his stutter illness, with that goal, the creative 

power shows his patience to follow Lionel’s instructions. 

Lionel : I’m going to record your voice and then play it back to you 

on the same machine. 

 : This is brilliant. 

 : It’s the latest thing from America. It’s a Silvertone. 

 : Pop these on. 

 : There’s bob in this, mate. You could go home rich. 

Bertie : You’re playing music. 

Lionel : I know. 

Bertie : So how can I hear what I’m saying? 

Lionel : Well, surely a prince’s brain knows what its mouth’s doing? 

Bertie : You’re not...well acuainted with royal princes, are you?(C. 

26:35) 

 

In the face of his stammer, Prince Albert tries to sing and put out 

obscenities. He did this so that his tongue is not stiff and he does not 

stutter anymore in talking. 

Lionel : Let’s take it all again from the top. “In this grave hour…” 

Bertie : In this grave hour… Fuck, fuck, fuck. 

 : Perhaps the most fateful in our history… Bugger, shit, shit. 

 : ♪ I send to every household of my…♪ 

 : You see, “P” is always difficult, even when I’m singing. 

(C.01:37:13) 

 

This is suggested by Lionel that he could not help feeling that his 

stammer and he could flexible his tongue. Prince Albert also sometimes 

shakes his shoulder or move his legs so he could relax. 

C. Analysis of Fear 

1. Fear 

Fear is the emotional response to the perception of an alternating 

loss of control and regaining of control. 'Control'  mean any conscious 

act of mind and body. The alternation between control and lack of it 

must occur in varying degrees of intensity and inconsistent periods of 

time. This alternation insures an element of surprise and keeps the 

perceiver off balance emotionally so that he cannot construct a set of 



mental expectations and thereby reimpose control" (David R. 

Saliba, 1980. p.5) 

2. Characteristic of Fear 

In this movie, it can be seen Prince Albert has fear because he lost 

of love from an important person and unhappiness when he was a child. 

It can be seen from the dialoge. 

Lionel : Did David ever tease you? 

Bertie  : Oh, yes, they all did. “B-B-B-Bertie” 

  : Father encourage it. Said, “Get it out, boy!” 

  : Said it would make me stop. 

  : He said, “I was afraid of my father and my children are...damn 

well gonna be afraid of me!” 

Lionel : Are you naturally right handed? 

Bertie  : Left. I was...punished and now I use thae right. 

Lionel : Yes, taht’s very common with stammerers. (C.52:25) 

 

It can be found out his nanny pinch him. It can be seen from dialogue; 

 
Lionel : Who were you closest to in your family? 

Bertie  : Nannies. Not my first nanny. She loved David. Hated me. 

  : When we were presented to my parents for the daily viewing. 

  : She woul...she’d pinch me. 

  : So that I’d cry and be handed back to her immediately. 

  : And then she would... 

Lionel : Sing it. 

Bertie  : ♪ Then she wouldn’t feed me. Far, far away♪ 

  : Took my parents...three years to notice. 

: As you...as you can imagine, cause some stomach problems. 

Still. (C. 53:26) 

The pressure when he was a child, makes Prince Albert has 

stomach problems and him became a stammer. 

IV. Conclusion 

After analyzing the movie from the structural elements and the 

individual psychological approach, the writer draws two conclusions as 

follows; based on the structural analysis, the director, Tom Hooper deliver a 

moral message that perseverance and friendship can bring success. In order to 

deliver to message, Hooper adapted the real history in United Kingdom. 
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Hooper adapted and built his movie by employing the right mise-en-scene 

and proper cinematography so that the movie formed a good unity. 

Literature and psychology have a close relationship. Movie is work of 

literature, which presents human life with its problem. The problem itself deal 

with people’s fiction finalism or goal. Tom Hooper illustrates a psychological 

phenomenon in which the major character is confront his notion’s fear. It is a 

nature that the goal is based on responsibilities. The researcher found that the 

goal is come from his father, King George IV, who will soon step down from 

his throne as King. The authors found that the purpose of this film is the 

struggle against the Prince Albert fear to public and his stammering. He tried 

to do a speech after therapy with Lionel. Accompanied by his wife, he trying 

to finish his speech well. 

King’s Speech is more than a good story telling, which deserves of 

historical notice as well. It is the other side from the King who confront his 

notion’s fear. It is a historical drama with a worthy lesson that deserves to be 

seen. 
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